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MOVING TABLE LOW
The Moving Table is a multifunctional and practical office
tool. Resting on two solid wood three-leg trestles, the
lightweight writeable table top simultaneously doubles up
as a spacious presentation panel for the wall.
Complementing the modular self-contained office system
by Moving Walls, the Moving Table’s top can be leaned
against the wall save from slipping or hung into the wallmounted rail system Moving Rail.
The table’s clever construction guarantees an easy
assembly as well as a tool-free storage, making it the
perfect agile working tool to cooperate in differently sized
groups and in varying working requirements.

DESIGNER

Jörg Boner

ORIGIN

Table legs made in EU
Table top made in Switzerland

DESCRIPTION

Mobile, writeable table with a

SURFACE

Dry erase high performance surface

MATERIAL

Table top:
leightweight
Table legs:
Ash-tree, nature
Other materials on demand.

COLOR

Ash-tree nature, white
Other colors on demand

WEIGHT

26kg
(57.32 lbs)

DIMENSIONS

L 1980 x W 980 x H 725 mm
(L 77,95 x W 38.58 x H 28.54 inch)

www.moving-walls.com

multifunctional table top.
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MOVING TABLE HIGH
The Moving Table HIGH is a combination of the
leightweight table top and the high-legs.
The table is the perfect tool for the „daily stand-ups“.

DESIGNER

Jörg Boner

ORIGIN

Table legs made in EU
Table top made in Switzerland

DESCRIPTION

Mobile, writeable table with a

SURFACE

Dry erase hiph performance surface

MATERIAL

Table top:
Table legs:

multifunctional table top.

leightweight
Ash-tree, nature

Other materials on demand.

COLOR

Ash-tree nature, white

1070.00

Other colors on demand

WEIGHT

28kg (61.73 lbs)

DIMENSIONS

L 1980 x W 980 x H 1070mm
(L 77,95 x W 38.58 x H 42.13 inch)

980.00

1980.00

GIVE IDEAS LIFE
Moving Table hoch
Holz, Beschichtete Oberfläche
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